A semi-implicit fully discrete finite element scheme for the computation of the parametric elastic flow of two-dimensional surfaces in R 3 based on a variational form is presented. Linear finite elements are used for the space discretization of a mixed formulation. Time discretization is carried out by a semi-implicit method to linearize the problem.
Introduction
The elastic flow is the evolution of a surface which is determined by the steepest descent of the L 2 -gradient of the classical bending energy
where H denotes the sum of the principal curvatures of the surface Γ . This formula comes from elasticity theory. In the physical sense the problem can be interpreted as the motion of an elastic body, idealised to a surface, which possesses bending energy and moves to minimize its energy. The model does not take into account the fact that the moving surface also has kinetic energy. The energy E is also known as the Willmore functional after the name of the mathematician T. J. Willmore who was among the first to study it from the mathematical point of view (see [14, 15, 16] ). Starting with the energy functional E an abstract initial value problem can be formulated: for a given smooth, regular, closed initial surface Γ 0 find a family (Γ (t)) t 0 of surfaces Γ (t), t 0, which describes the evolution of Γ 0 under the L 2 -gradient E of the energy functional and satisfies Γ (0) = Γ 0 . This means that each point of the surface Γ (t), t 0, moves with the time and space dependent velocity v which is determined by E in the following way: if we choose a parametrization X(·, t) : S → Γ (t) of the surface Γ (t) where S is a suitable reference surface, then
((X(·, t) + ϕ)(S))

=0
= − E (Γ (t)), ϕ
for suitable test functions ϕ : S → R 3 where (·, ·) L 2 (Γ (t)) is the L 2 (Γ (t))-scalar product. The first variation of E is denoted by E (Γ (t)), ϕ and delivered by the directional gradient of the functional. A time dependent, nonlinear problem of fourth order in space arises. The velocity condition (1) leads in the case of a two-dimensional moving surface to on Γ (see [16] ), which is the law of motion for the normal velocity v · ν where ν is the inner unit normal, ∆ Γ is the Laplace-Beltrami or the surface Laplacian operator and K is the Gaussian curvature of Γ . For the elastic flow of curves in R n , n 2, global existence in time of a solution was proved (see [11] for n = 2 and [7] for n 3). Existence of a solution for the evolution of two-dimensional surfaces in R n , n 3, was shown in [10] up to a time T < ∞, where T depends on the curvatures of the initial surface Γ 0 . Singularities arising in the evolution of two-dimensional surfaces were treated in [13] . There it is verified numerically that singularities can appear in finite time.
According to (1) the problem has variational form. Assuming enough differentiability it is easy to see that the energy equality
holds since the velocity v is X t (t). Thus, (1) is suitable for the use of finite element methods. Finite element solutions for the elastic flow of curves in plane and space have been implemented in [7] . A mixed formulation is used there for the position vector and the curvature vector. This is important for the use of piecewise linear finite elements. We shall focus in this article on the motion of two-dimensional, oriented, not necessarily embedded, surfaces in R 3 which can be of different topological types. We shall assume that the surfaces can be parametrized over a suitable surface S. A numerical method for the computation of the elastic flow of surfaces is described and obtained as follows. We first introduce the necessary differential geometry. In Section 2 the velocity condition (1) is determined for the parametric elastic flow. To do that, expressions which contain merely geometrical quantities are calculated for the first variation of the energy functional. In doing so, we seek a way to handle the Gaussian curvature K. We look for a mixed formulation which is suitable for discretization with piecewise linear finite elements as in [7] . Consequently, we succeed in eliminating K and obtain instead the tangential gradient of the normal ν (see Lemma 2.1). Since the tangential gradient of ν is still not sufficient for discretization with piecewise linear finite elements, we shift this derivative to the other terms by partial integration. The reflection in the surface will thus appear in the formula for the first variation of E (see Lemma 2.2) and therefore in the velocity condition. We formulate a mixed problem where the free variables are the position vector of the surface and the mean curvature vector (see Problem 2.3). This is suitable for discretization with piecewise linear finite elements. The resulting velocity is normal on Γ (t) and fulfils (2) . The mixed problem is valid for the elastic flow of curves as well.
In Section 3 a semi-discrete and a fully discrete method are built based on the variational form of the mixed problem (see Problems 3.1 and 3.2). These are derived analogously to [7] by using piecewise linear finite elements for the space discretization and a semi-implicit method for the time discretization. Thus, a system of linear equations has to be solved at each time step.
Suitable finite element methods for evolutionary parametric surfaces are described in [6] and [12] . The evolution by mean curvature has been treated there. A discretization via finite elements for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on arbitrary surfaces can be found in [5] . A boundary value problem with smooth boundary conditions is defined in [3] as an extension of the result of this article. It is applied to surface restoration. Numerical simulations are also presented. In [4] the authors prove error estimates for a time continuous finite element method for the Willmore flow in the graph representation. A mixed formulation is used there for the evolution of two-dimensional graphs having as variables the height and a weighted mean curvature. Test calculations are presented.
Here is a list of some important technical remarks. Consider a two-dimensional, compact C k,χ surface Γ ⊂ R 3 for k ∈ N, 0 < χ < 1 and χ = 1 if k = 0. We find a finite C k,χ atlas of open subsets
Since X i is a homeomorphism and C k,χ , a unit normal vector ν exists at each point of the surface Γ for k 1 and almost everywhere if Γ is Lipschitz. We say in this case that the surface is regular. In the case of a compact surface with a continuous unit normal field (see [2, p . 86]), we assume that ν is the inner unit normal vector. The map X i :
We define the tangential gradient of ϕ with respect to Γ at a point of Γ with normal ν as
where Dϕ is the usual gradient of ϕ (see [9, p. 389] ). For this definition ϕ is assumed to be differentiable in an open neighbourhood of Γ ⊂ R 3 . Nevertheless the tangential gradient depends only on the values of ϕ on Γ . Furthermore the Laplace-Beltrami operator of ϕ on a C 2 surface Γ is the tangential divergence of the tangential gradient of ϕ, i.e.
Here we have used the differentiability of an extension of the normal ν of Γ over an open neighbourhood of Γ ⊂ R 3 (see [9, p. 355] ). One can define these geometrical quantities by means of a local parametrization of Γ as well (see [1, p. 4] ). Thus, if X : Ω → Γ is a local parametrization of a smooth surface Γ , then
and
pointwise on X(Ω) for a smooth function ϕ : Γ → R. Here g = (g ij ) i,j =1,2 , √ det g and (g ij ) i,j =1,2 = g −1 are the first fundamental form, the surface element and the inverse of the first fundamental form of Γ in the parametric representation respectively (see [2, p. 76 
]).
We denote by H the mean curvature and by K the Gaussian curvature of a regular C 2 surface Γ . We define H , respectively K, to be the sum, respectively the product, of the principal curvatures of Γ (see [2, p. 115 
]). Thus, it follows that
for a local parametrization X : Ω → Γ of Γ mapping (u, v) ∈ Ω to X(u, v) ∈ Γ . We remark that a × b ∈ R 3 is the vector product of a, b ∈ R 3 . Furthermore
pointwise in X(Ω) where H ν is the mean curvature vector of Γ . We note that, if ϕ : Γ → R 3 is a smooth vector-valued function, then ∇ Γ ϕ is the matrix
with the rows ∇ Γ ϕ i , i = 1, 2, 3, where ∇ j ϕ i is the j th component of the tangential gradient of ϕ i , i, j = 1, 2, 3, and ∆ Γ ϕ is the column vector
We also point out that we distinguish between the left and right product of a matrix with a vector. Thus, if v ∈ R 3 is a vector and A ∈ R 3×3 a matrix, then (vA) j = v i a ij , j = 1, 2, 3. Moreover
where the summation convention is used and ϕ, ψ : Γ → R 3 are smooth.
We mention furthermore the geometric relations
which are valid pointwise in Γ . If ϕ : Γ → R is a function such that ϕ • X is integrable in Ω for a local parametrization X : Ω → Γ of a regular Lipschitz surface Γ , then we define the surface integral over X(Ω) as
where the integral on the right is the usual Lebesgue integral. The formula for partial integration on Γ is
which can be proved by using (4), (11) , providing the closed surface Γ is C 2 . By using the product rule and (12) we obtain
where ψ : Γ → R is another smooth and integrable function. We will identify in the following a function ϕ on X(Ω) ⊂ Γ with ϕ • X on Ω.
We apply the usual notation L 2 (Γ ) 3 and H l (Γ ) 3 for a regular C k,χ surface Γ , l ∈ N, l k + χ , which are defined as in [17, p. 92] . This means that we still have the space H 1 (Γ ) 3 in the case of a Lipschitz surface Γ .
There are different topological types of surfaces. It is convenient to parametrize globally the surface depending on its topological type. For example, if the type is 0, then X : S 2 → Γ will be a global parametrization where S 2 is the unit sphere in R 3 .
Continuous formulation
We are interested in the evolution of surfaces under the gradient flow of the bending energy functional. Thus, to explain the velocity condition defined in (1), the first variation of the functional has to be calculated.
Let Γ be a regular C 3 surface with normal ν. For simplicity we assume that
Because of (8) we write
for the energy functional E of Γ = X(Ω). We obtain the following expression for the first variation of E.
LEMMA 2.1 Let X : Ω → Γ ⊂ R 3 be a parametrization of the regular C 3 surface Γ such that Γ = X(Ω) and let E be the energy functional defined in (13) . Then (14) for all ϕ ∈ C 2 0 (Ω) 3 . Proof. Let ϕ ∈ C 2 0 (Ω) 3 be an arbitrary function and consider the surfaces Γ := X (Ω) := (X + ϕ)(Ω) for arbitrarily small ∈ R. We need to calculate
Using (11) and the product rule gives
By (8) we have
in Ω, is the unit normal vector of Γ . Due to the quotient rule and
Inserting the above into (15) leads to
We expect from (2) that a derivative of fourth order of a parametrization appears in the first variation of E. Due to (5) we obtain
pointwise in Ω. By inserting the Laplace-Beltrami ∆ Γ ϕ of ϕ into the first variation of E and by using the C 3 differentiability of Γ we make the term containing ∇ Γ ν appear in (14) . It follows that
which is the claim of the lemma.
2
For practical purposes (see next section), it is important to remark that in Lemma 2.1 the test function ϕ is arbitrary, i.e. ϕ is allowed to have tangential components. For the sake of completeness we note that, if we assume ϕ to be normal on Γ throughout the proof of Lemma 2.1, use (7) and shift the derivatives of ϕ to the other terms, in case Γ is C 4 , we obtain (2) for the normal velocity.
Let us return to the elastic flow. The goal is to develop an algorithm. In the smooth case a nonlinear evolution equation of fourth order arises because of the condition (1). Thus after partial integration in (14) we obtain
This is equivalent to
An adequate solution space for the weak formulation would be the Sobolev space H 2 (S) 3 and a finite element method would consist of C 1 elements. We wish to avoid this and to use a splitting into second order problems as developed in [8] for the fourth order Cahn-Hilliard equation and used in [7] for the elastic flow of curves. This will enable us to use piecewise linear finite elements.
But, to construct a discrete mixed method with Lagrange elements we observe that ∇ Γ ν and therefore second order derivatives of X are contained in the expression (14) . These are not available for piecewise linear finite elements. Nevertheless the derivatives of ν can be eliminated by partial integration.
We introduce the new variable
which is the mean curvature vector, and rewrite the first variation. It is
To prove (17), we need basically to write the integrand on the left with the summation convention and apply the product rule. We use only geometrical quantities during this proof. A calculation gives
Since Y is normal on Γ , we obtain (17) by using (12) . We remark that the projection (δ ij − ν i ν j ) i,j =1,2,3 is included in (17) on the right. We insert this into (14) and get LEMMA 2.2 Let X : Ω → Γ ⊂ R 3 be a parametrization of the regular C 3 surface Γ such that Γ = X(Ω) and let E be the energy functional defined in (13) . Then
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 and (17).
Let us notice that now the reflection (δ ij − 2ν i ν j ) i,j =1,2,3 is contained in the first variation of E. We formulate the continuous mixed problem by using Lemma 2.2. The calculations above can be applied to closed surfaces with arbitrary topological type by means of a partition of unity (see [17, p. 65] ). Thus the mixed problem is posed for the position vector X and the mean curvature vector Y which are defined on a suitable surface S. 
for all ϕ ∈ H 1 (Γ ) 3 and
for all ψ ∈ H 1 (Γ ) 3 and
By comparing Problem 2.3 with the abstract initial value problem one sees that (19) is implied by the condition (1) for the velocity v = X t and (20) is the weak formulation of the definition of Y .
We next prove, under regularity assumptions, that the velocity X t in equation (19) is normal on Γ at every time t ∈ (0, T ], i.e. X t has no tangential components. For that, we leave aside again the parametric representation of Γ and make use only of geometrical quantities and of the relations between them.
We shift in (19) the derivatives of ϕ to the other terms by (12) first and obtain an equality pointwise on Γ which is equivalent to (16) . The definition of Y , the symmetry of the matrices ∇ Γ X = (δ ij − ν i ν j ) i,j =1,2,3 and ∇ Γ ν, pointwise on Γ , and (9) yield
on Γ . It follows that (10) . Consequently, we deduce, along the way, that the evolution law (2) for the normal velocity of the elastic flow for surfaces is fulfilled. Lemma 2.2 remains valid if one looks at the elastic flow of curves. In this case the first variation (18) and with it the velocity condition (19) are equivalent to those presented in [7] .
Discrete formulation
Through the calculation of E (X), ϕ a variational form for the continuous problem has been achieved. Thus finite element techniques can be applied. It is possible to use piecewise linear Lagrange elements since the mixed problem is formulated in H 1 (S) 3 .
The smooth surface Γ will be approximated by a polyhedron
the maximum mesh size. We require Γ h to be a closed, not necessarily embedded, Lipschitz surface. The Sobolev space H 1 (Γ h ) 3 will be discretized by the finite element space
PROBLEM 3.1 (Semi-discrete mixed elastic flow) Let Γ h0 be a closed initial C 0,1 polyhedron of triangles, X h0 ∈ X h (Γ h0 ) a parametrization of Γ h0 , and Y h0 ∈ X h (Γ h0 ) with the property
for all ψ ∈ X h (Γ h0 ). Find, for T > 0, closed C 0,1 polyhedrons Γ h (t) and functions
Let us remark that the discretization of Γ h (t) results from representing Γ h (t) by local parametrizations X i (t) : Ω i → Γ h (t) where Ω i ⊂ R 2 is a polygonal discrete parameter domain, i = 1, . . . , i 0 , and
One demands Ω i to be time independent; for details see [12, p. 296] .
Consider the time step τ > 0 with T = m 0 τ for a m 0 ∈ N. We write g m := g(·, mτ ) for a function g at time mτ , 0 m m 0 . The time discretization is now used to linearize the problem. Consequently, at each time step the integrals and the tangential gradients are built up with respect to the surface which is calculated a time step before, and a difference quotient is used instead the time derivative X ht . . This means we can define a global parametrization of Γ m+1 h over Γ m h . Obviously, it suffices to parametrize locally only Γ 0 h ; for details see [6] . Accordingly, at each time step a linear equation system has to be solved. The system is coupled mainly because of the reflection. The matrices are symmetric.
Conclusion
Our aim was to derive a mixed variational problem for the elastic flow of a closed two-dimensional surface Γ in R 3 which is suitable for discretization with linear finite elements. We wanted to obtain a scheme analogous to the semi-implicit fully discrete finite element scheme for the elastic flow of curves developed in [7] . We succeeded by calculating the gradient of the elastic energy E (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2). A semi-discretization and a full discretization are formulated in Problems 3.1 and 3.2.
